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COSTA MESA, CA.In a year of milestones, Porsche enthusiasts now have two more compelling reasons 
to celebrate. As Porsche gears up for the seventh installment of the Rennsport Reunion and marks the 
60th anniversary of the iconic 911 sports car, Porsche Design in collaboration with PUMA is unveiling 
two limited-edition sneaker collections. The ‘Rennsport Reunion 7 – Mirage Sport Tech’ athletic 
sneakers pay tribute to the largest gathering of Porsche enthusiasts, collectors, and drivers that will 
take place at WeatherTech Raceway Laguna Seca, from September 28 to October 1, while the Heritage 



and Retro Sneakers celebrate the legendary Porsche 911.

Unleash your inner racer and experience the pulse of racing culture
Just in time for Rennsport Reunion 7, Porsche introduces the limited edition Rennsport Reunion 7 – 
Mirage Sport Tech athletic trainers. These shoes capture the thrill of the race track while seamlessly 
blending with street-ready fashion. Featuring exclusive Porsche Rennsport Reunion branding on the 
tongue, insole, and shoe box, the sneakers showcase their association with the unique gathering of 
Porsche enthusiasts. A checkered flag design towards the heel further instills Porsche’s racing legacy 
along with the finish line symbol in the Rennsport Reunion logo, while the iconic accent colors red and 
blue add a touch of vibrant color. The trainers are available in classic black and pristine white color 
options. From the race track to the streets, the Rennsport Reunion 7 – Mirage Sport Tech trainers not 
only celebrate one of the largest Porsche events but embody the spirit of racing culture in every stride.

Porsche Rennsport Reunion is more than an event. It's a celebration of speed, heritage, and the Porsche 
community. It's where the world's most remarkable Porsche race cars and their drivers come together 
for an unmissable weekend loaded with exciting racing action, e-sports, fan zones, and meet-and-
greets with Porsche icons. For newcomers and lifelong fans alike, Rennsport Reunion is part motorsport 
event, car show, and family reunion.

Honoring yesterday and today
Porsche is celebrating 60 years of the 911 sports car with the release of two limited-edition sneakers 
specially designed to reflect the impressive history of the iconic sports car. The first model, the Retro 
Sneaker, embodies the past of the Porsche 911, featuring a classic narrow suede leather silhouette 
inspired by the 1972 Porsche 911 S 2.5. The sneaker comes in a light blue color scheme, reflecting the 
historic vehicle’s exterior color, and includes red contrast stitching in addition to the starting number 56 
on the heel. Limited to 1,972 pairs in homage to the Porsche 911 S 2.5’s birth year, the sneaker’s 
individual numbering can be found on a leather flap attached to the side, along with the Porsche 
lettering. The grill badge from the recently released Porsche 911 S/T’s radiator grill is applied to the 
front of the tongue and the brown leather tag.

The second model, the Heritage Sneaker, takes inspiration from the current Porsche 911 S/T. With a 
sporty leather silhouette, these sneakers feature a gray hue derived from the anniversary car’s exterior 
color and cognac-brown tone on the lining, reminiscent of the interior. The Heritage Sneaker displays 
the starting number 63 on the heel as an accolade to the Porsche 911’s birth year. As a tribute to the 
first generation of the 911, the Heritage Sneakers are limited to 1,963 pairs. The individual numbering 
(no. XXXX of 1963) is located on the underside of the tongue, which bears the same pattern as the 
vehicle seats. The Heritage Sneaker also showcases the 60 Years of Porsche 911 logo in color on the 
shoe’s tongue and on the hang tag made from the outer leather of the shoe.



Porsche history for every style
These two limited-edition sneaker collections are not only designed to celebrate Porsche’s 75-year 
legacy of sports car supremacy and 60 years of the 911 but also offer a unique opportunity to wear a 
tribute to Porsche history on your feet. The Rennsport Reunion 7 – Mirage Sport Tech trainers will be 
available to order starting August 24 at the official Porsche Design Online Store and Porsche Design 
stores for a retail price of $150. The Porsche Heritage and Retro Sneakers will be available for online 
order starting September 6 at Shop.Porsche.com at a retail price of $160.
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Consumption data

911 S/T
Fuel consumption / Emissions

WLTP*
Fuel consumption* combined (WLTP) 13.8 l/100 km
CO emissions* combined (WLTP) 313 g/km
CO2 class G Class

*Further information on the official fuel consumption and the official specific CO emissions of new passenger cars can be found in 
the "Leitfaden über den Kraftstoffverbrauch, die CO-Emissionen und den Stromverbrauch neuer Personenkraftwagen" (Fuel 
Consumption, COEmissions and Electricity Consumption Guide for New Passenger Cars), which is available free of charge at all 
sales outlets and from DAT (Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH, Helmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 Ostfildern-Scharnhausen, 
www.dat.de).
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